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Returning to Karachi was always a bittersweet affair. As a child, I would sit with my family in
Jahanzeb Galakh Stadium and watch the Sindh Leopards and Sindh Scouts playing the Big Bash,
the first day match of the World Cup. I am sure a lot of the Karachi men of that generation would

agree with me. We remember those many pictures of the empty stadium that would be lit up
only after the match, or the policemen who would be posted in those empty stands to stop any
non-Sindhi from entering. And finally, that feeling of enthrallment one has for the match day, of
the festive atmosphere when the stadium would be completely packed. But even in the midst of
all this, only those with the patience to see the first innings (and men have to be brave to sit in
the women s section) or with that feeling of nostalgia would be nostalgic for old times and old

matches. This match, because of its spotlights, the renewed excitement amongst the spectators
who had come back to Karachi after years and the World Cup motifs had in all probability

doubled or tripled the revenue to the cricketers, the owners and the broadcasters, it was going
to be a big day. It took two months to get the formalities for Siddiqui and Rewachand’s marriage

done. The wedding took place on the 30th of October, 1937, at the Sindhi Hindu community
center in Karachi. Around 14 people witnessed the ceremony. Because this was expected to be

a short marriage, no women from the Sindhi Hindu community were invited, and only
Rewachand’s parents were there. The ceremony was performed by a senior Hindu priest. After

the wedding, Siddiqui found out Rewachand’s mother, Kalthum, had been taken from the
Catholic family she was living in along with Rewachand’s two siblings, by his parents, and sent

to their farm near Larkana.
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A couple of years later, when I was 14, when my grandmother announced she had an enemy
back in Karachi - a brother named Bilal who was a policeman and a very violent sort - she asked
me to convey a message: keep away from the press, which was always looking for a morsel, and
keep an eye on Bilal. I did. Bilal was beaten up and sent to jail when the press found out. He was
released and given the task of babysitting me as I went to Karachi to visit my aunt Savitri. The

third time I visited my Karachi aunt, she said, Now you know, my love, what he can do to you. A
few days later a fellow British Pakistani I knew whose wife had recently come back from Pakistan

told me he had been castigated by an irate mother of a child he worked for, who said her
daughter had been beaten up in school because of what her male teacher had said to her. My
heart went out to this mother, whom I got to know from that time on. And then there was the
sadar [nanny] whose husband had died and whose sons had moved to England. She did not

have anywhere else to go and so moved into our home. She was small, sullen, and was always
irritated with me. One day she came to me and said: Punjabi girls are never ugh. A lack of

objectivity and heavy-handed ownership have led to uneven reporting, says Shabbir Cheema, a
Pakistan native and fellow at the East-West Center think tank in Honolulu.And yet, inan

otherwise lackluster civil society, the media stands out. A decade after liberalization,Pakistan
went from having one state-run television channel to more than 80 stations in a whole jumble of
languages, and news programming is especially popular (imagine CNNs Crossfire on steroids, in
Urdu).I think Pakistan is still together and still viable largely because of the role its media has
played, says Bob Dietz, of the Committee to Protect Journalists. As flawed as it is, its been this

democratic force. 5ec8ef588b
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